CAMPUSWIDE PROJECTS

Campus Wide Hardware Upgrades
Manager: Carl Westphal
Converit campus to new key system. Upgrade door hardware to be compatible with new key system and safety standards.
Construction scheduled: 2021 -2022

Campus Wide Drainage
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Design and construct a new ash landfill for UAF's Fairbanks Campus. May be divided into two phases.
Construction scheduled: Aug - Sep 2021

Campus Wide Exterior Building Entry Upgrades
Manager: Cameron Whitcomb
Convert campus to new key system. Upgrade door hardware to be compatiable with new key system and safety standards.
Construction scheduled: May - Aug 2021

Campus Wide Fire Curtain Upgrades
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Demolish existing mechanical room on second floor of Butrovich. Replace with a new 5700 volt feeder.
Construction scheduled: May - Jul 2021

Campus Wide Fire Curtain Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Perform engineering support and construction of a cooling loop system for new research projects in PSI lab.
Construction scheduled: Aug 2021

Campus Wide HVAC Upgrades
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Perform engineering support and construction of a cooling loop system for new research projects in PSI lab.
Construction scheduled: Aug 2021

Campus Wide Kitchen Upgrades
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Renovate space in Patty Center to create an acoustic pod/office and two locker rooms.
Construction scheduled: May-Jul 2021

Campus Wide Lighting Improvements
Manager: Phil Schaefer
Install lighting to illuminate the east shoulder and pedestrian pathway along Kuskokwim Way from entrance to Cutter Auditorium North to North Tanana.
Construction scheduled: May - Aug 2021

Campus Wide Masonry Upgrades
Manager: Noel Rathbun
Perform electrical, plumbing and architectural modifications to support the relocation of the SAAH Cafe to room 101.
Construction scheduled: May - Jul 2021

Campus Wide Parking Lot Upgrades
Manager: Cameron Whitcomb
Install a backup power generator for the MBS complex with a new 12470 volt feeder.
Construction scheduled: Jun 2021

Campus Wide Storm Drainage
Manager: Cameron Whitcomb
Repair and rebuild the landscape block walling and other exterior hardscaping for new research projects in PSI lab.
Construction scheduled: Aug - Sep 2021

Campus Wide Storage Upgrades
Manager: Cameron Whitcomb
Design and construct a new ash landfill for UAF's Fairbanks Campus. May be divided into two phases.
Construction scheduled: Aug - Sep 2021

Campus Wide Sustainability
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Design and construct a new ash landfill for UAF's Fairbanks Campus. May be divided into two phases.
Construction scheduled: Aug - Sep 2021

Campus Wide Utilities
Manager: Cameron Whitcomb
Perform electrical, plumbing and architectural modifications to support the relocation of the SAAH Cafe to room 101.
Construction scheduled: May - Jul 2021

Campus Wide Water System Upgrades
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Perform electrical, plumbing and architectural modifications to support the relocation of the SAAH Cafe to room 101.
Construction scheduled: May - Jul 2021
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SEWARD
Seward Marine Center Hood Building
Office Renewal
Manager: Bob Crenshaw
Renew the administrative and support space finishes in the Donald W. Hood building.
Construction scheduled: Apr - May 2021

DILLINGHAM
Bristol Bay Campus Exterior Improvements
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Replace concrete and repoint masonry at the Bristol Bay Campus Applied Science and Margaret Wood building.
Construction scheduled: Summer 2021

KOTZEBUE
Chukchi Campus Fire Alarm System Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Replace the building fire alarm control panel and all associated devices.
Construction scheduled: TBD

NOME
Northwest Campus Building and Boardwalk Leveling
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Install additional support pads, level and repair the boardwalk connecting these buildings.
Construction scheduled: TBD

MATSU FARM
MFE typical Earthquake Repairs
Manager: Jakob Theurich
Repair earthquake damage at multiple buildings at the MFE typical.
Construction scheduled: TBD

POKER FLAT
Poker Flat Telemetry Roof Replacement
Manager: Nick Middelstadt
Remove existing ballasted roof assembly to the steel pan decking and dispose of material off-site.
Construction scheduled: Apr 2021

Poker Flat Rocket Storage Boiler Replacement
Manager: Bob Crenshaw
Replace the existing electric boiler, circulator pump, air separator, expansion tank and other boiler appurtenances.
Construction scheduled: Apr 2021